Preparing nurses for retirement: A concept analysis
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Abstract

Background and Purpose: Retirement is an important event in nurses’ life. Preparation and planning are the essential necessities before nurses get retired. Healthcare leaders play an important role in preparing nurses for retirement. This study aims to explore the process by which nurses were prepared for retirement.

Methods: The theory development method according to Walker and Avant was used to derive a model from the reviewed literature. Based on Walker and Avant’s (2005) three-step method, retirement planning for the nurses has been conducted. The first step is to identify the key concepts for manufacturing and processing the theoretical basis. The second stage, the literature review is done to identify the factors related to the focal concepts and the nature of the framework’s concept. In third stage of theory, the concepts and statements are organized generally concerning the study phenomenon.

Results: Four categories were identified influencing nurses’ preparation for retirement: “enjoying appropriate education”, “prevention from financial strait”, “appropriate work conditions before retirement”, and “reduced negative interactions”.

Conclusion: Prepare for retirement induced transfer to successful retirement. Understanding these factors can be used to aid nursing leaders to prepare nurses for retirement.
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Introduction

It is indicated that the mean age of retirement as 51 years old is getting shorter in Iran (1). Also, the number of the retired nurses and retirement duration are increasing in the recent years. Generally, person’s life time after retirement has increased from 3 years in 1990 to 15 years in 2000, and continues to increase (2). Evidence implies that nursing workforce is on the verge of a crisis because the number of full-time faculty members expected to retire in the next 10 years is predicted to escalate dramatically (3). It is believed that proper planning facilitates retirement process (4-9). Regarding this subject, Vaus et al. (2007) stated that planning for retirement makes it possible for people to change their life-style (10). Hawken and Hillestad (2000) believe that planning is necessary for retirement (8). Zinner (2006) wrote that planning for retirement is critical for people's social, mental and physical health (11). Appropriate planning for retirement leads to good preparation and may facilitate a safe and comfortable transfer to retirement (12, 13). Planning for making nurses to get ready for
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retirement is required (13-15). While there are a few studies on the nurses’ retirement process, concerns about delayed or insufficient preparation for retirement are available (16-19). There is a positive relationship between preparing for retirement and successful transfer to retirement (4,5,7,13). In Letvak and Buck's study (2008), 11% of the employees aged less than 54 years old and 60% between 55 and 59 years old planned for retirement (20). Therefore, planning for retirement must initiate at primary professional stage (18, 21). Planning for retirement has not been in the spotlight of the researchers (15). Some retirement preparation plans for nurses have focused on retirement as an encounter with an individual event, not as a complicated process needing a plan (22).

Little attention has been paid to retirement and its effects, given the fact that planning for the retirement preparation can prevent retired nurses’ future issues (23). Accordingly, preparation and planning are the essential necessities before nurses get retired. Moreover, with nurses' retirement, a few studies are conducted and published, and few studies are available on "planning for nurses' retirement". According to Blakeley and Ribeiro’s study (2008), only 24% of nurses planned for retirement, 39% on average, and 37% had little or no plan for retirement (24). Most nurses have a little knowledge about retirement (25). If nurses get prepared before retirement, they will face this phenomenon very well with and many threats and responses related to retirement will be avoided (13).

Retirement is a new period of life for Iranian nurses accompanied with change in their identity. Losing job, friends and colleagues, being separated from patients and the working environment create an emotional bubble, and reduce nurses' social status (25). Iranian studies have revealed that the reaction of the retired nurses facing the threat to identity is disbelief, denial, fear, hopelessness, depression, and even a sense of approaching death (13). Nurses mainly believe that limited knowledge about retirement, inflexibility in work conditions before retirement and financial problems in transition to retirement are challenges of transition to retirement (12). Doing further research is critical to determine the factors influencing the retirement process (26).

It is urgent to encourage and help nurses to plan for retirement (15, 25). Since very few researches have conducted studies on how to plan retirement for nurses, and it has not been found what planning nurses need to get ready for retirement (24). The goal behind this study is to explore the process by which nurses were prepared for retirement.

**Materials and Methods**

Theory synthesis according to Walker and Avant (2005) served as a guideline for this study. Walker and Avant (2005) said that the aim to build theory is relationship between a set of beliefs and empirical evidence, in this respect, a theorist organizes an entity synthesis theory by collection the information about a phenomenon, concepts, and the statements in a single network (27).

Based on Walker and Avant's (2005) three-step method, retirement planning for the nurses has been conducted. The first step is to identify the key concepts for manufacturing and processing the theoretical basis, at this stage, the theorist form a concept or set of related concepts used to develop the model. At this stage, the focal concept and the conceptual framework based on theory are chosen: In this study, preparing nurses for retirement, selecting a concept to specify the focal concepts of the theory or conceptual model.

The second stage based on Walker and Avant's (2005), the literature review is done to identify the factors related to the focal concepts and the nature of the framework’s concept. So at this stage, developing the central concept of "preparing for retirement" and focusing on other concepts associated with the central concept occurs. In this
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stage, the research is reviewed as a broad, exact and purposeful all available in Persian and English texts to identify the main concepts-dependent factors as well as to specify the nature of communications about the issue and in connection with the concepts related to planning for transfer to retirement and that paradigm, and to determine the relationship between those ideas and the factors influencing them. In this study, we identify the factors related to the focal concepts and theory synthesis & the plan for transferring to retirement.

In third stage of theory, according to Walker and Avant (2005), the concepts and statements are organized generally concerning the study phenomenon. The researcher based the findings obtained in the second step to explore the definition, connectivity and logical structure of the concepts. At this step, after reviewing sources and analyzing them is the selected appropriate phrases or statements are organized. These phrases are organized to define and describe the paradigm concepts and appropriate strategies to achieve the goals of the model and their relationship in a general conceptual framework applied as integrated. In the third step, to identify the concept being used in the literature, the concepts and statements are organized as a whole and the phenomenon under study (Prepare nurses for retirement) were formed by using the findings of the above steps (27).

This study was conducted during 2010-2011 to explore the process by which nurses were prepared for retirement as the focal concept of the model. It would be valuable to know about planning for transfer to retirement. Therefore, to identify the factors influencing nurses' preparation for retirement, we collected and analyzed all studies and references on retirement and preparation for retirement (in Persian and English) without time limitation. Filters were used to exclude non-English article by y using search words: retire, transition, prepare retirement, retirement plan, nurse. This research was carried out using ISI, MEDLINE and CINAHL database covering a wide range of scientific literature and journals. Studies in Persian through electronic databases including the Scientific Information Database (SID), Database of Medical Sciences in Iran articles (IranMedex), Institute for Scientific Information and Documentation of Iran (IranDoc), Country Information (Magiran) and (Medlib) and Google were performed using Persian keywords. In addition, offline search was conducted on retirement in the available archive library journals, dissertations and books. The studies on retirement were selected. Publications were included if the focus the article was on management of retirement rather than about assurance as the related different concept. The results of this research led to 97 relevant references out of which 69 were the most appropriate in terms of covering the subject with an emphasis on various aspects of retirement and preparation for retirement.

Ethical Considerations: The approval for conducting the study was granted by the Ethics Committee of Tarbiat Modarres University, Faculty of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran.

Results

Table 1 shows the codes and categories derived from the existing literature. The process by which nurses were prepared for retirement consisted of
four concepts: "enjoying appropriate education", "prevention from financial strait", "proper work condition before retirement", and "negative interactions reduction". A summary of author, year, place, goal and the findings of some studies about preparation for retirement is given in table 2. In this section, each category with its codes and subcodes has been explained. The theoretical model based on these categories introduced at the end of the findings. The concept of "Preparation for the Retirement" central and main concept is presented in Figure 1.

Table 1. Insufficient Readiness for Retirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Categories</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Sub codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient education</td>
<td>shortage of information</td>
<td>- lack of training courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- not being familiar with rules and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- lack of access to acquainted persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encountering with financial straits</td>
<td>low salary</td>
<td>- financial straits of the family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- failing to pay retirement longevity allowance on time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- inappropriate payment for longevity allowance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- low longevity allowance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper work conditions before retirement</td>
<td>inflexibility work plan before retirement</td>
<td>- having no initial ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- the need for gradual decrease of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- the need for a change in the entrusted duties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- lack of proportion between the work and nurses' physical conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- working in intensive care units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- lack of attention to valued experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- society needs nurses' experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- invaluable acquired experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative interactions</td>
<td>improper relationship</td>
<td>- lack of attention to retired nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- not holding the retirement celebration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- low valued experiences obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- not being well treated by public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- failing to use experiences after retirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- being forgotten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- cutting the relationship with the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- lack of satisfaction ith insurance services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- lack of organizational support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Author, year, place, purpose and findings of some studies about preparation for retirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, Year &amp; Place</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly &amp; Swisher (1998) USA</td>
<td>The process of transition to retirement for nurses</td>
<td>Retirement associate with a sense of confusion, loss of money, status, safety, self-confidence and the difference between what is expected from reality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosenkoetter &amp; Garris (2001) USA</td>
<td>Planning for retirement.the use of time and psychosocial coping</td>
<td>Preparing for retirement is essential. The emphasis is not only on financial factors, but also on the psychosocial needs of the retired and their families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mojan-Izza et al. (2007) Swisszerland</td>
<td>Determining retirement effects on criteria of health</td>
<td>Retirement can lead to improved health and reduced depression and anxiety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakeley &amp; Ribeiro (2008) Canada</td>
<td>Determining various factors and sources of income in retirement planning</td>
<td>Retirement needs to maintain health and activity in physical and mental and financial condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobahar et al (2012) Iran</td>
<td>Retired nurses’ experience from retirement</td>
<td>Nurses’ experiences during retirement is identity threat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobahar et al (2012) Iran</td>
<td>The present challenges in the transition to retirement from the retired nurses view: Shock and disbelief</td>
<td>lack of information about the transition to retirement is associated with shock and disbelief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobahar et al (2012) Iran</td>
<td>Designing a coping model for retired nurses.</td>
<td>Transition to retirement is not simple and one-step, but it is a coping process over time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Insufficient Readiness: It was also found that those who retired were no ready enough for retirement, while becoming ready for retirement would facilitate adjustment to it (4).

Insufficient education: It was shown that one of the categories related to insufficient readiness for retirement was insufficient education before retirement. Schieber (2004) believes that there is not sufficient training on transition to retirement (28). Retirement education includes education about family and spouse concerns, natural process of aging, maintenance of physical and mental health, financial planning, social security, investment, budgeting, appropriate part-time/full-time job, housekeeping and accepting new roles, legal planning, asset and property planning, social situation, actual asset management, health care services, death and dying, consequences of leisure and entertainment, social organizations and the governmental contribution to retirement (29). Ebersole and Hess (1990) claim that education before retirement should cover aspects such as mental, social, and family problems & so on (30). Education can be planned and implemented for nurses some years before retirement. In this respect, by acquiring such education, retired nurses may be assisted to reconstruct their identities (13).

Facing Financial Straits: One of the categories of insufficient readiness for retirement was facing financial straits during retirement. Ericsson's Model of confrontation with losing role in retirement emphasizes the role's development and getting significant work in retirement (31) and the role theory emphasizes the importance of assuming new roles in retirement (32). Rosenkoetter and Garris (1998), mention that salary is one of the main concerns regarding retirement (4). The results of literature review denote that the acceptance of new roles by retired persons can help them to facilitate identity reconstruction strategies. Holding useful jobs prevents from financial straits after retirement (31). Eyster et al. (2008) assert that planning for retirement helps nurses to extend their working life rather than leave working fully. This plan helps to earn income, transfer to part-time work, encourage the previous employees to work in contract independently, employ the retired again in order to help short-term projects, and use the retired and effective employees in mentoring tasks (33). Accordingly, preventing financial straits will be possible through creating appropriate employment.

Improper Work Conditions before Retirement: One of the categories of insufficient readiness for retirement was the nurses' improper working conditions before retirement. Health and Retirement Studies (2007) showed that 75% of employers liked their working hours get reduced gradually (34). Rothwell et al. (2008) stated that adult workers tend to work in flexible hours (35). In the American culture, the values of women and men decline after retirement and their skills and experiences are not compensated by the community (36). Improper working conditions before retirement negatively influence identity reconstruction in nurses and their adjustment to retirement. On the one hand, effective leadership can empower nurses for identity reconstruction (37, 38). Educating nursing managers during on-the-job training courses helps them to improve nurses' capabilities and efficiencies using correct and systematic managerial skills in different fields (39). Sloman (1994) believes that manager training programs to improve and modify managerial performance and the skills of the managers for accepting their own future roles are required because of various situations (40). Training-Group is a training way in which managers are taught on methods, prejudices, personal intentions and desires, behavioral tendencies, and disadvantages and strengths of communication with others (41).

Given the adult education features and using adults' valued experiences through the development of managers training programs, considering environmental conditions and selecting proper educational methods (learner-centered learning) in
which small groups of 8-10 persons interact with each other in a group without structure for several weeks in a free and participatory environment, as well as regarding their own previous experiences, nurses' learning is improved and they would correct their faults and reinforce their strengths, through the received feedback and given each other's feelings (42). Accordingly, nurses' education in training-group can provide appropriate work conditions before retirement and facilitate identity reconstruction after retirement (9).

Negative Interactions: One of the categories of insufficient readiness for retirement was negative interactions. Retirement decreases nurses' physical and social activities (36). Blakeley and Ribeiro (2008) asserted that retirement needs developing communication and social support (43), while Osborne (2009) declares that men experience getting alone after retirement at home (fever center) and women experience another one (empty nest syndrome) (31). The participation of managers and experienced nurses in learning groups by inviting the retired nurses for active participation in different plans in the university, hospital, and the retirement organization according to their interests and abilities, the participation of nurses in different celebrations and ceremonies, appreciation and acknowledgment of the retired people through holding retirement celebrations, inviting them and their families to attend at the retirement ceremony, holding annual celebration in a special day for "Retirement", giving gifts to the retired in the Retirement Day and all lead to decreased negative interactions (9). While reconstructing nurses' identities and participation in decision-making given their high job records, educating managers and experienced nurses using Training-Group will cause the organization environment to change so that negative interactions drop, while creating the environmental conditions proportional to the experienced nurses' logic wills, the necessary readiness for retirement will be provided in the retired nurses (9). On the one hand, the researchers believe that the substitution of negative thoughts and stressful beliefs for positive, constructive, and realistic thoughts will decrease negative evaluation by the person having interactions. Therefore, cognitive reconstruction in order to review and change undesirable approaches as well as substituting logic thoughts will reduce negative interactions (44). Accordingly, educating the learning groups and cognitive reconstruction are considered the proper strategies for reducing negative interactions (9).

Theoretical Rationale: Organizing concepts and statements inside a related whole and preparing the phenomenon under study will be effective. The researchers explained the logic structure for retirement preparation. Since retirement for nurses is difficult and stressful; preparation for retirement is composed of the essential bases for the model. The preparation includes any empowerment at each stage of the retirement process (before, during and after retirement) that must be planned, implemented and evaluated. The goal behind the preparation process is to provide appropriate work conditions before retirement, reducing negative interactions, nurses getting familiarity with the fundamentals of teaching retirement and creating suitable employment. The favorable working condition for nurses is provided by training managers and learning through learning group. Pre-retirement working flexibility includes the change of duties, physical condition and ability to assign appropriate tasks to nurses is dwindling and work according to their experiences. Avoiding rush negative thoughts through retirement plan preparation and reviewing an unfavorable attitude's change and substituting logical thoughts effectively in order to lower negative interactions. Based on this, teaching in learning group and cognitive restructuring are considered as strategies to reduce negative interactions. Having the proper training to deal with lack of information, lack of courses, lack of familiarity with the rules and regulations and lack of access to anyone for
preparation provides retirement planning. Facing financial difficulties with basic training for pre-retirement planning and developing suitable employment will be eliminated after retirement (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Steps of preparation of nurses for retirement](image)

**Discussion**

This study finding shows that transition to retirement is possible by creating preparation for retirement, preserving identity combined with good health and benefiting the support by family members, authorities, organizations and society. Retirement experience for the nurses was hard & stressful and accompanied with identity threat. What caused insufficient readiness for retirement and increased identity threat is related to insufficient education, encountering with economic straits, improper work conditions before retirement and negative interactions. Identity threat was due to shock and disbelief, strict work separation from personal life and frustration that complicates a nurse's adjustment to retirement (25). Floyd et al. (1992) believes that those who are retired experience initial crisis after retirement due to work pressure (45). In Iran, retired nurses consider their retirement as some sort of threat to their identity, and react with disbelief, denial, fear, frustration, depression or even feeling close to death (13). Moreover, job loss causes or aggravates emotional emptiness, insufficient social status, and lack of funding (46).

Kelly & Swisher (1998) stated that retirement stresses often resulted from insufficient information (47). The literature discussed about insufficient readiness for retirement in nurses stated by professional individuals in different groups (5, 48). It is suggested that nurses should begin to plan retirement in their initial job stages (17, 18, 21). Educating nurses' retirement can be conducted in three levels: in level 1, nursing students should be trained in the initial introduction about the importance of retirement planning. In level 2, in the middle period of nurses' work (22-40 years old), nurses' basic needs must be emphasized through workshops & refreshing education in working environments. In level 3, for the employees who work in the middle period or more, and more than 40 years old, more specialized training courses are planned (24). Retirement planning should not be performed 1 or 2 years or even 10 years before retirement. It should be designed years before this so that the retired person is allowed to have social position and financial stability. Lo and Brown (1999) believe that planning for retirement can be along with transfer to a successful retirement. Retirement planning and education are better during middle-age period and essential at the end of the middle-age (23). Nursing managers should be of the different resources for retirement planning in all three levels. The managers' perception of retirement planning importance for nurses must increase, and their participation in providing retirement planning should be more (24). Zinner (2006) stated that planning social, mental, and physical dimensions in retirement is important (11). The topics of the discussions about retirement planning should include different economic, mental, social, and physical dimensions of preparation. Financial components (Pensions and benefits, Budgeting, Investment decisions, Tax , Insurance issues, Estate planning, Will writing, Trust formation), psychosocial components (Role adjustment, Career transition, Working alternatives, Leisure activities, Volunteering, Mental health, Time management, Self-
fulfillment, Women's issues), & physical components (Healthy eating/nutrition, Physical fitness/activity, Personal safety, Stress management, Housing options, Transportation, Health insurance, Care of older relatives, Normal changes of aging, Legal issues) (24).

Nurses need to consider several factors in planning for retirement. One of them is financial factor. The nurses with retirement pension don’t have enough money for their needs (49). Some studies indicated that retired nurses faced with reduced standard of living (12, 46). Wiggins & Henderson (1996) found that low attention has been paid to financial planning for nurses (15). Insufficient income may prevent the retired person from having a good nutrition regime and from reaching many social values, voluntary activities and leisure time (24). Salary paid by the government is not sufficient for providing the required standard for their normal living and due to financial need, some retired nurses had to work. Given the current economic problems, many retired persons may still choose to work (50). They need more resources of income such as personal savings or investment (19, 51). Hewitt et al. (2010) suggested that enough resources for helping the persons to be ready for retirement and to participate actively in the society must be considered (52).

Retirement planning requires formal substitution, structural activities of work, and social networks along with employment (53). These dimensions are supported by other studies (47, 54). Working part time or full time in different or similar employments may be one part of retirement planning (55-57). Donner and Wheeler (2005) recommended that retirement should not be taken as the end of working life. This stage of one’s life should be treated as part of continuing life seen in the retirement planning (21). Atchley (1987) and Henretta et al. (1993) reported that 10 to 15 percent of the retired return to their work environments (58, 59). Dorfman (1989) said in the UK, one third, and in the United States, a half of the retired return to their previous work environment (60). The retired nurses have obtained standards of competence, expertise, knowledge, ability, and skill for many years. Enjoying these capabilities is of the most fundamental necessities of nursing profession (61). The studies’ results revealed that the retired persons with more income (62), more education and higher job position have more tendency for working (62, 63).

Also the working conditions before retirement is another variable helping the nurses get ready for retirement. Taylor (2006) said that two third of the employees more than 50 years old hope that their working hours decrease, and their work environment be flexible as well as their duties decrease before retirement (64). Attention to mentoring role can be considered by the nursing managers for preparing the nurses for retirement. Benefiting from the retired nurses' experiences sets the scene for professional development and promotion (65). Negative interactions in preparing the nurses for retirement have an undesirable effect. Beehr et al. (2003) asserted that after retirement, many stresses may be formed by colleagues. Negative interactions exacerbate psychosocial stress, impairs self-esteem and induces feelings of worthlessness in retired nurses which delay retirement adjustment (13). That is when stressors are generated in the same social support resource, it can lead to anxiety or stress and increase pressure on the retired person (66). Lack of support brings with it a bigger feeling of lacking and perceptions of affective non-support (67). Retired nurses felt frustrated following their retirement due to physical weakness, inadequate social support, emotional emptiness and desperate living situation (46). It is important that the managers recognize the effects of support and know how to modify negative interactions for the retired ones (68). Nursing managers have a key role to improve job satisfaction, thus support the
tendency of retired nurse to keep on working (65). Via good communication, the managers are able to increase the employees’ identities in adjustment to actual retirement-dependent stressors (69).

Conclusion

The analysis of the literature revealed four different categories of factors influencing each other; these factors make up a conceptual model. In addition, the retirement model test can be proposed with quantitative studies based on this retirement model.
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